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Loose drawings and paintings



















Double spread 
paintings 





































Diary drawings







Drawing of a moth



Sketch book drawings















An experiment with Coffee



Sketchbook plans that I 
started last summer. 





































































































Artist reasearch



























PRE CHRISTMAS WORK 

• ANIMATIONS
• LIGHT WORK/ PROJECTIONS 
• WORK ON THE SKIN
• ACID ETCHING
• PHOTOGRAPHY 
• RESIN WORK
• TEXTILE MAPPING 
• CLOUD, SAND SLIT INSPIRATION 
• CERAMIC SURFACE TEXTURES (SCRAPING, COILING,)
• ROCK CARVING



Digital animation 



Traditional animation with layers and a light box



Animation done on ipad overlaying a photo of the ocean



‘Shadow Play’ Drawing on clear perscept shadow on the ceiling 



Light projections on wall using picture of 
animation 



Drawing on Skin in biro 



Acid etching onto metal then embossing onto 
paper.



Acid etching onto Mild steel bars then tying it to 
my skin so that it leaves an imprint on my arm



Imprint of metal on Skin 



Acid etching onto sliver jewellery, thinking about the 
worn and how to imprint further.



Looking at surrealist photography, how to translate lines into 
photography in ways that subvert the normal perspective. 
Scraping into film and taking a photo through a crystal ball. 



Using a crystal ball to alter the perspective of the 
viewer, by magnifying and distorting the focal 
point. 



Putting resin on paper, soaking paper in resin. Making 
the painting translucent  



Drawing or painting on a dead dehydrated frog and skull of a Rabbit, then submerging it in epoxy 
resin.



Resin painting. Going by layer by layer, painting a line 
on a layer of resin then putting another layer of resin 
on top to create a Three dimensional perspective.



Wood Block printing and textile mapping. 
Experimenting with more home craft methods. 
Making Christmas cards.



Experimenting with a salt slit solution and hot water. Trying to 
recreate the movement of the ocean waves and how they have 
an affect on the seabed and the patterns that the sea creates.



Ceramic carving, taking unwanted ceramics from the reclaim bin 
and carving into them to see the results, Then using black 
pigment to soak into the grooves. 



Coiling a large scale Urn and applying coiling methods as a 
surface texture of the vase. 



Dremmeling into rocks with a Dimond headed drill burr to create Intricate patterns in surface 
but not changing the overall shapes or dimensions of the rock. 



organisation

Every reseat, note, list and 
odd bits of paper ive kept 
over the last year



A collection of 
timetables lists and 
receipts and grading 
sheets



Close up of 
timetable of 
the last weeks 
at uni



I made 7 journal 
entry's and did my 
research frame 
document 7 times



List of the Final PDFs that we had to do on the wall of the living room.



Examples of my time keeping in a diary 
I kept a daily diary around the time of the dissertation as 
on a Tuesdays I would see my Dyslexia tutor Jen from 12-
1pm and Lousia would normally have a Professional 
practice lesson Tuesday mornings.



POST CHRISTMAS WORK

• CERMAICS



Post Dissertation first experiments 4th and 5th of February. Creating vase without form in minded 
trying to get its wall to form something incoherent. Wasn’t a great success, I also made test tiles on 
this day.



10th feb making small pots with rocks in there walls and iron dust mixed 
in to see if the results where desirable and could be incorporated? 
Wasn’t keen on them and they didn’t reflect project well. 



11th February. Cutting down metal bar and experimenting with acid etching onto thicker metal. Also 
made more compact thrown pots to do more surface texture on. 



11th February. While wet some of 
the pots textures had to be applied 
otherwise they wouldn’t  have 
worked. For example the coiled 
surface texture of the pot on the left 
and the carving on the right.



12th and 13th of February. Textures need to be cleaned up and acid etching needing to be cleaned up.



17th February. All the different texture exampled I made came out from firing. For example marbled 
with coiling. Marbled with dremmeling texture or coiling with metal dust mixed in. 



17th of February. My Pots with different applied textures came out from firing. Left to right: coiled, 
scratched, carved and dremmeled. I decided after looking at these exampled that I would like to take 
the coiling and dremmeling examples into further work. 



17th Feb.  The other experiments came out of the kiln that I had made a week earlier and comparing 
them I knew I was on the right track because I prefer the clear texturing and simple form pots to the 
pinch pots covered in metal dust.



Trying to figure out what 
form I wanted after a crit
with tutors saying that 
the form of the urn that I 
created wasn’t right or 
reflective of the project 
so I was trying to figure 
out what exactly I was 
going for through 
sketching out 
possibilities. 



I realised that I wanted there to 
be multiples of these 
vases/urns and I wanted them 
to invoke a shifting. Which a-
lines and reflects the themes of 
the project. I wanted it to be 
like a cycle or a phase. 



This Is when I realised that 
basing it on the moon and 
the phases and how 
everything is related. My 
obsession with the sea and 
the shifts in tides can be 
attributed to the moon. 



Whilst on this direction I was 
recommended Aneta Regel and after 
looking at her work I realise that I 
was being to focused on making the 
work a vase. It was holding me make 
form wise. Especially as I was texture 
and material based before. So I 
realised that I would be better off 
making globes. 



Conceptualising my fial pieces. Left the Celestial chain Right the Cube 



Concepulisation on the moon phases necklace and more of the celestial chain



Concept drawings for the Mirrored arch and the Atom 



Concept art for the flint rock chain 



Locating the flint rocks
Locally we have a lot of flints in 
Kent. So the flint rock chain is 
very personal to home. My dad 
and I Went and found the right 
kind of flints that I needed to 
make the flint rock chain.



17th February. Making the mirrored arch. To do this I used a mould I made last year and cut it in half 
to create a semi cirle and added coiling texture onto it. The same technique that I tried earlier on.  



17th February. To make the final piece within Jupiter I needed to make a series of wooden block that 
could stack onto a pole so that I had support whilst building bigger globes.  



18th Feb. Making the components for the moon phase chain and taking things out the kiln



19th Feb. Working on the arch cleaning it up under neath and on the sides.



20th Feb. Dremeling the components for the moon chain and different texture experiments.



24th February. Cutting and cleaning more of the metal cube.



24th Feb. making and cleaning centre of the atom and components for the celestial chain. Firing the 
moon chain. 



25th Feb. Cutting down more of the cube and cutting the rod for the flint chain 



25th February. Drawing a pattern on the centre of the atom and seeing how the copper looked with 
the flint rocks  



26th Feb. Tidying up the centre and tidying up the components of the celestial chain.



27th Feb. Willem helped me solve a problem with my cube. We worked to gather to figure out the 
best way to attach two cube with minimal surface area so that it can all slot together nicely. 



27th Feb. testing out the surface are of the flint chain and how long it would be.



3rd march. Finished the stack of wood. Managed to get hold of some foam from an old chair and 
brought some paper to use as a skeligton for the globes I was making in ceramics.



3rd march. Using the paper ball and wrapping rolled out marled clay around it. I built the first few 
globes.



4th march. I got the dremmel PAT tested by craig so that I could use it in uni. This means that I no 
longer have to transport things to and from uni when I want them dremmeled. I also cut up more of 
the copper rod for the flint chain.



10th march. More globes made 
large and small. 



10th march. Globes that where leather 
hard to dry could be dremmeled. I 
dremmeld them in the reclaim room.



15th march. After dremmeling pieces and in-between 
drying I started making the otter part of the atom.



16th march. Dremmeling
the larger pieces.



16th march. More dremmeling I try and capture the 
marbling with the lines of the dremmel. I spent a lot 
of time dremmelding as I knew I couldn’t start 
anything new as we have to leave uni premacerly. Ii 
was also rushing for a a firing that was meant to come 
out when we where setting up our work. 



16th march. 
Construction of the 
atom. The atom was 
the last thing tried to 
make. I was very 
frustrated with it as ui
knew had no time to 
finish it as we where 
all to be out of uni by 
the end of the week. It 
had taken me an week 
to set the atom up and 
was a lot of materials. 
Unfortunately I tried 
and rushed it.Then I 
panicked as it didn’t 
work as it was still to 
wet. So in anger I 
packed it into a plastic 
box.



Date. Last 2 days in uni I spent organising my things and 
putting what I had in 318. trying to take good photos and 
make a coherent plan moving forward.



Date. I managed to get some high quality photographs. However they are not as nearly as nice as I 
would have liked them to have been.



Date. I regret leaving some of the stuff that I did in that room as I needed it now. Iwas very stressed 
and everyone was quite emotional so it was hard to think straight while choosing what to take and 
what to leav. Unfornumaly I left a binder that had a lot of my curhal things in it. 



Lock down

• In lock down I have spent my time making models and taking photos 
of my experiments that I can do from home.



Final design for the cube. How I 
hoped that It would have looked 
like.



Smaller version of the 
cube. Me testing its 
imprinting qualities with 
ink on the skin. 



Me testing the metal block on paper and on skin again.



Some of the better photos from the printing with the metal block.I think these would have been printed and 
showed along side the metal cube in the degree show.



Some embossing prints of the cube on paper. Concave and convex 
prints. These would have been framed and shown along side the 
cube in the der=gree show. 



I decided that It would be 
good to have miniarures of 
the works that I would have 
made in the degree show so 
that I can conspetulise where 
I would have put them in the 
degree show. 



I made my miniatures from polymorph and oven baked them. 
Then I painted them so that they looked more realisistic.



I made the degree show set out of recylied cardboard and bought some wire for the 
chain parts. I put it together hypothetically if I had this amount of space in the degree 
show. On the right is how I intend the flint rock piece to look.



I ordered a miniature mirror for the arch to sit on so that I could see what it would 
have looked like how I intended it to look. I also odered wire and connected the moon 
phase chain and see how it would have looked in the show.



MY vision for the atom was to have it hanging on a bracket. So it was nice to see what it would have 
looked like hanging from a bracket along side the other works. I think to conserve space I would 
have had the within jupier on a single plinth. Given I had more space and time I think I would 
change it. However I think they look good as a series in a line.



The painting on the back would have been the last thing I made and I would have made it to fit the 
size between the cube and the atom. It would only be an 8 line painting though. The cube would be on 
a mini shelf in a bell jar with prints and photographs around it.



The Celestial chain is hard to conceptilase as I dint know exactly how I would 
look finished. I tried to create how I envisioned it with the wire I ordered. 
However the wire was flimsy and I was going to use soild and robust metals. I 
would have used sliver and brass. 



In the show I was going to have the printed pdf booklet available 
to look through and I was going to have business cards and zine 
available for people to take with them at the degree show.



If I had more space and time I would have constructed the show slightly 
differently. I downloaded a rendering software that allows you to build 
spaces. In an ideal scenario I would like even more space, however I felt 
this is a more realistic space that is a avible and allows for movement 
between plinths. 



This is how I would have 
pictured my work in this 
space alternatively 



Different perspective of the bigger space. I would have two paintings instead of one as I feel it 
would tie the space together a lot better. People could go right up to the work anfd really get a 
better look. Im concerned that my work can be really crowed at times so having space between 
things allows the work to be properly ingested.



At the degree show I would be wearing the sliver jewellery that I 
have made piror to 3rd year and a simple dress. I had plans on 
giving all the tutors a bespoke leather business card holder. The 
leather would have patterns on it that I have burnt on. I wanted 
to do this as it means the tutors have a place to keep all of our 
business cards as they went around the show collecting them.



I wanted my business cards to be embossed however when doing professional 
practice research I found out that it is very hard to get custom embossing of 
business cards. So I would either have to do it myself or I would have to go without. I 
wanted my cards to be minimal yet memorable.



Zine!!!!

I wanted to have A5 Zines avible to give to important guests or / and family 
and friends so that they could explore the work at there own pace and could 
take it home with them.



Presenting my 
books. I have a lot of 
information 
scattered in a lot of 
different 
documents. When 
pre-setting this to 
be marked I'm well 
aware that this can 
be confusing and I 
would have labelled 
them all and given 
there relevancy.


